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In this note, a gammoid is a triple (X, r, Y) consisting of a directed graph r 
and two subsets X, Y of the set of nodes of l? A subset E of X is linked to a 
subset F of Y if there is a set 0 of pairwise node disjoint paths of rsuch that E 
is the set of initial nodes, and F the set of terminal nodes, of the paths in 0. 
A subset X0 of X is suspended if it is linked to a subset of Y, while a subset Y, 
of Y is suspended if some subset of X is linked to it. 
The following theorem was proved in [2]. (The reader can also find in that 
paper applications of the theorem, notably to transversal theory.) 
THEOREM 1. Let X0 _C X, Y,, C Y be supended in the gammoid (X, r, Y). 
Then there exist linked sets x’, Y’ which satisfy X,, _C x’ C X, Y,, _C Y’ C Y. 
The proof given in [2] was long; the one we present here is much shorter. 
However, while the former proof is constructive, the one given below uses 
the axiom of choice (via Rado’s selection principle) to pass from the finite 
to the infinite case, and so is highly nonconstructive. 
We introduce some notation. Let 0 = (a,, : a, : **a : a,) (n > 0) and 
c$ = (b, : b, : -a. : b,) (m > 0) be directed paths in r. Suppose that B and 4 
meet, and that a = ai = bj (0 & i < n, 0 <cj < n) is a common node. Then 
we define a path 6 1 a 14 by 
0 ) a / + = (a, : **a : a,_1 : a : bj+l : a** : b,). 
Suppose we are given a sextuplet 
G = (X: y; X,, , Y,,; 0, @) 
in which X, Y are subsets of the set of nodes of I’, 0 is a set of pairwise node 
disjoint paths of r linking X,, _C X to a subset of Y, and @ is a set of pairwise 
node disjoint paths of I’ linking a subset of X to Y, C Y. We write 
17,=@~~D~{0~a~~:B~0,~1~@,andaisacommonnodeof8,~}, 
andiftEX,uY,,, 
n,(t) = (7r E n;, : t is an end-node (i.e., either initial or terminal) of 7r}. 
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Notice that for each t E X0 u Ye , n,(t) is finite and nonempty; for example, 
if t E X,, , then t lies on exactly one path Bt E 0, on at most one path of @, 
and as 0, has only a finite number of nodes and therefore meets only finitely 
many 4 E @, t lies on only a finite number of paths of the form et 1 a 14. 
We shall in fact prove the following result, which trivially includes 
Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2, For each sextuplet G = (X, Y; X0, YO; 0, @) there is a set 
II C IIG of pairwise node disjoint paths whose set of initial nodes contains X0 and 
whose set of terminal nodes contains Y,, . 
We first suppose X,, and Y,, to be finite, and give a proof by induction on 
1 UG j (the cardinal of n,). If I17,I = 1, the result is obvious. Now assume 
the result is true whenever 1 n, I < n, where n > 1, and take G with 
ILlGl ==n. 
If x E X,, , denote by 8, that path of 0 which has x as initial node. Observe 
that we may take 17 to be 
@ u (0, : x E X0 but x is not the initial node of any path of @} 
provided none of the paths 0, involved meet any path of CD. We may therefore 
assume that there is a node x of X0 which is not the initial node of any path 
of @ and such that 8= meets some path of @. Let a be the first node on 8, which 
lies on a path of @, and let + be this path. Consider the sextuplet 
Gf = 6% Y; X0, Yo; 0, (@\{+>) u P, I a I 41); 
it is not difficult to see that (@\(+}) u (0, I a j $} is a set of pairwise node 
disjoint paths linking a subset of X to Y, . Moreover, n,, _C 17G, and as 
$I $17,~ , J 17,, j < j IZ, 1 . The finite case of the theorem follows. 
Xow allow X0 , Y, to be infinite. For each finite subset J C X,, u Y, 
we are going to define a function Z/I~ : ,7 ---f fl, with #J(t) E lIG(t) for each t. 
Consider the sextuplet 
(where the restrictions 0 I J n X,, , @ 1 J n Y,, have their obvious meanings). 
Clearly, UocJ) $n7, and Ilc&t) LII,(t) for each t E J. By the finite result, 
there is a set n(j) C no(J) of pairwise node disjoint paths whose set of initial 
(resp. terminal) nodes contains _T n X,, (resp. J n Y,). For each t in J take 
$J(t) to be that path in n(J) which has t as an end-node. Obviously, 
We now use Rado’s selection principle [3; 1 Theorem 4.71. Because each 
n,(t) is finite (and this is why we could not simply take II,(t) to be all paths 
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in T from X to Y) there is +L : X,, u Y. -+I& such that for each finite set 
J C X,, u Y,, there is a finite KC X,, u Y, with JC K and #(t) = #At) 
for all t E J. If &), #(ts) are any two paths of n = {#(t) : t E X0 U YO}, then 
by taking J = {tl , ta} we see that they are either identical or node-disjoint. 
If t E X,, , then J = {t] shows that t is the initial node of #(t) EIT, and 
similarly, if t E Y,, , then t is the terminal node of #(t) E II. 
Our proof is complete. 
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